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Preface
This special issue contains expanded versions of papers that appeared in preliminary form in the proceedings of the
17th International Conference on Algorithmic Learning Theory, which was held in Barcelona during October 7–10, 2006.
Algorithmic Learning Theory is a conference series which is dedicated to the study of the algorithmic aspects of learning
from a theoretical perspective: Which classes can be learnt algorithmically? How difficult are these problems? What can
be said about the convergence behaviour and quality of certain selected algorithms? How can one compare the difficulty of
various learning problems? Are there natural characterizations of the algorithmically learnable classes? The best papers of
the conference ALT 2006 were invited for this special issue and after a thorough reviewing process, most of them qualified
for this Special Issue on Algorithmic Learning Theory of Theoretical Computer Science. In the following, a short introduction is
given to each of these papers.
Alp Atici and Rocco Servedio study the learnability of unions of axis-aligned hyper-rectangles over the n-dimensional
hypercube {0, 1, . . . , b − 1}n with side-length b. They give algorithms requiring time polynomial in the parameter a =
n log b, the logarithm of the number of points in the hypercube. The authors study the learning of the spaces consisting
following three types of concepts, respectively: the majority of polynomially many rectangles of dimension of order
log(a)/ log log(a); the union of polylogarithmically many rectangles of dimension of approximately (log(a)/ log log(a))2;
themajority of polynomiallymany disjoint unions of polynomiallymany rectangles of dimension of order log(a)/ log log(a).
The learning algorithm is randomized and has parameters δ,  so that it succeeds with probability 1−δ and accuracy  with
respect to the uniformdistribution; it accesses the Boolean function to be learnt viamembership queries. This paper received
the Gold Award as the best paper co-authored by a student.
Leonid Kontorovich, Corinna Cortes andMehryarMohri investigate kernelmethods. They apply thismethod in particular
to the learning of piecewise testable languages, that is, to languages forwhich there is a constant n such that themembership
of a string in this language depends only on the subsequences of length up to n of this string. The authors construct an
embedding of the piecewise testable languages into a high dimensional feature space and show that the piecewise-testable
languages are linearly separable in this feature space using finite weight vectors. The kernel of this mapping is positive
definite and can be computed in quadratic time. This approach gives an alternative approach to the learning of automata
and languages.
Andreas Maurer studies unsupervised learning in the domain of vector-valued stationary processes, which is more
general than the usual setting of independent, identically distributed processes. The main method is to project the data
to a low-dimensional subspace with the aim to keep the data-variance high while the variance of the velocity-vector should
be kept low. For this, the author exploits short-time dependencies of the process. Maurer studies his subject both from the
theoretical and the practical side: On the theoretical side, Maurer obtains for absolutely regular processes error bounds
which depend on the β-mixing coefficients and the consistency. For the experimental part, Maurer applied his algorithm to
image recognition, for example, he used his algorithm to preprocess the data of a rapidly rotating views of some scene; the
practical findings support the usefulness of his approach.
Jan Poland quotes Sherlock Holmes with the statement ‘‘When you have eliminated the impossible, whatever remains,
must be the truth’’. Such a statement does not directly apply to the setting of probabilistic inference with noisy data — one
can only eliminate scenarios which are very likely to be impossible, but one can never be absolutely sure. Nevertheless,
the author tries to come as near to this ideal as possible. Poland is interested in various ways use the posterior for
future predictions . He discusses three principle ways to achieve this: ‘‘marginalization (integration over the hypotheses
with respect to the posterior)’’, ‘‘MAP (taking the a posteriori most probable hypothesis)’’ and ‘‘stochastic model selection
(selecting a hypothesis at random according to the posterior distribution)’’. The author studies both scenarios: where the
observation space is discrete and where it is continuous. The author investigates mainly the method of stochastic model
selection; as for the other two methods, previous work yielded already two strong consistency theorems. The finding of the
author establishes similar results for stochastic model selection.
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Daniil Ryabko and Marcus Hutter study reinforcement learning in a setting where the observations made by the learner
can depend on past observations and actions. Such a setting may be more general than the one of Markov processes. The
agents considered should in particular aim for a high reward in the long term rather than optimizing their short term
behaviour. The agent can exploit that the environment belongs to some fixed countable family of environments. Ryabko
and Hutter study the question whether there is an agent which achieves asymptotically the best possible reward for any
environment in the class of given environments. The authors show that this depends on the class and provide several
sufficient conditions for the existence of an asymptotically optimal agent.
Vladimir Vovk studies a learning scenario where there is a pool of prediction strategies and they have to be combined
to the best one. In his scenario there is a ‘‘leading prediction strategy’’ and the better a learner can imitate it, the better it
performs. The model is chosen such that the leading prediction strategy outperforms any other strategies of bounded norm
and that the additional loss is at least the divergence between the two strategies. The technique used to produce the leading
prediction strategy in this paper is defensive forecasting; Vovk leaves it as an open problemwhether other strategies would
perform similarly in the scenario investigated in this paper.
We wish to thank the referees for their thorough and thoughtful reviews, Thomas Zeugmann for his help and, most of
all, the authors for contributing their papers.
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